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SUMMARY

The two-step clonal expansion (TSCE) model is applied to large case-control studies, frequency matched
for age, which allow estimation of the RR of lung tumour risk caused by smoking. For estimating back-
ground hazard rates, mortality data from the study areas are used to supplement the case-control data.
Two approaches are used to analyse the data, based on the unconditional and the conditional likeli-
hoods. They are demonstrated to give nearly identical results. Some model diagnostics are performed
and demonstrate a good model �t. Our results indicate that smoking acts on the promotion and trans-
formation parameters, but not on the initiation parameter of the TSCE model. The �tted relative risk of
current smokers peaks between ages 50 and 60 years. The relative risk of male ex-smokers decreases
strongly with time since end of exposure, but does not reach the risk of non-smokers, and does not
decrease as much as for female ex-smokers. Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mechanistic models of cancer development can supplement traditional epidemiological anal-
ysis. They have been applied to cohort studies like the British doctors study [1, 2], or studies
in the atomic bomb survivors [3] using Poisson regression. They have also been applied to
data sets where individual information on all persons is available, as in uranium miners [4].
The mechanistic models allow the estimation of the hazard as a function of age and exposure
histories.
Case-control studies are widely used in epidemiology for reasons of convenience and cost.

Various techniques for applying mechanistic models to them have been discussed [5], but to
our knowledge no applications to real data have been published. Good candidates for such an
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investigation with strong statistical power are case-control studies on lung cancer risk from
indoor radon in parts of Eastern and Western Germany [6, 7]. These studies were designed to
detect the relatively small lung cancer risk of indoor radon exposure, and collected detailed
individual smoking histories in order to adjust for the much larger risks from smoking. They
are frequency matched for region, sex and age. It is therefore not possible to estimate age-
e�ects from these data alone, unless external information is supplied. Since the mechanistic
models mentioned above include a term for the ‘spontaneous lung cancer risk’, which depends
on age, the case-control data are supplemented with lung cancer mortality data from the
study area to make it possible to estimate the spontaneous hazard rate. For the unconditional
likelihood this is done by estimating the selection probabilities, for the conditional likelihood
the smoking behaviour of the controls is used as a sample of the population.
To these data the two-step clonal expansion (TSCE) model is �tted which has also been

used for analysis of the cohort data sets mentioned above. For comparison also two ad hoc
heuristic models are �tted with the same statistical techniques.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA ON LUNG CANCER MORTALITY

Wichmann et al. [6–9] performed large case-control studies in parts of West and East Germany
to investigate the risk of lung cancer due to indoor radon. The data were collected from 1990 to
1997. Cases were collected in specialized lung clinics of the study area. Controls were drawn
at random from the mandatory registries of residents of the reference communities (east)
or by the random digit dialing technique, adapted to the German telephone system (west).
They were frequency-matched according to administrative units (combinations of neighbouring
counties (‘Landkreise’)), sex, and age groups of up to 50, 51–55, 56–60, 61–65, 66–70 and
71–75 years. Older persons were not included in the study. For each person in the study
the year of beginning and end of up to 16 smoking intervals were recorded as well as the
number of cigarettes per day in each interval. Details can be found in references [6, 7, 9]. Some
descriptive statistics for these data are given in Table I. Lung cancer mortality rates from the
database for the German cancer atlas [10] for the time period 1986–1990, di�erentiated for
sex, age group and region, were supplied by the German Cancer Research Center. Newer data
or incidence data were not available.

Table I. Some numbers for the four study groups obtained by combinations of
east, west and male, female. In each group is given the number of strata, cases,
controls and the corresponding average number of pack-years (packs per day

times smoking period in years).

Study Sex Number of strata Cases Controls

Number Pack-years Number Pack-years

west male 78 1928 38.7 1999 19.0
west female 73 570 22.8 634 6.3

east male 60 1552 28.1 1615 12.9
east female 56 254 9.0 278 1.8
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3. MODELS AND STATISTICAL METHODS

3.1. The two-step clonal expansion model

The two-step clonal expansion (TSCE) model is used, as it is described in references [3, 11],
and used, for example in reference [4]. For a scheme of the underlying Markov process
see Figure 1; details are relegated to the Appendix. The so-called exact stochastic version is
employed, with explicit solutions for piecewise constant parameters, as given in reference [11].
This model provides an expression for the survival probability S(t) that there is no malignant
cell in a lung at age t, depending on the exposure history of the lung. The model can also
be formulated for the hazard hm(t)=−S ′(t)=S(t) of the occurrence of the �rst malignant cell.
Each of the biological parameters in Figure 1 can depend on the smoking rate d. A linear
dependence of the mutational parameters on d is assumed, and both a stepwise plus a linear
dependence of the clonal expansion rate is allowed. A model is �tted which depends on seven
identi�able numbers.
The �rst malignant cell cannot be observed, but a cancer can at diagnosis. Therefore a lag-

time is used which is distributed between 2 and 8 years. The hazard of lung cancer incidence
h(t) is calculated from the hazard for a malignant cell hm(t) as the average hazard weighted
by the survival probability

h(t)=
∑8

l=2 S(t − l)hm(t − l)∑8
l=2 S(t − l)

(1)

This formula can also be obtained from a convolution of densities. Some other lag-time
distributions were tried and this one was selected for its simplicity.
The relative risk functions are Rr(t)= h(t)=h0(t), where h0(t) is the spontaneous hazard

function with the same distribution of lag-time as above but without exposure to cigarettes.

3.2. Empirical models

For comparison two empirical models were �tted; one model with

Rr(t)= r( �d) exp ct(s) (2)

Figure 1. Scheme of the TSCE model. In the pool of X lung cells at risk, initiating mutations
occur with rate �=X . Thus intermediate cells are created by a Poisson process with rate �.
These cells divide with rate �, die or di�erentiate with rate � and divide in a second
rate-limiting event to an intermediate cell and a malignant cell with rate �. After a lag-time

tlag the malignant cell develops into a tumour at diagnosis.

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Statist. Med. 2002; 21:3055–3070
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is called modi�ed relative risk (MRR) model in the following. The exposure �d is the mean
smoking rate over the period of smoking and t(s) is the time since end of smoking for ex-
smokers, and zero for current smokers. The function r( �d) is piecewise linear with knots at 1,
20, 40 and 60 cigarettes per day; the last value is used for all larger dose rates. This model is
motivated by the model of Doll and Peto [1] for current smokers, and by remarks of Richard
Doll (private communication, Oxford 1995) for ex-smokers.
The other empirical model assumes that the contribution of smoking to relative risk at a

certain time depends on the elapsed time between smoking and observation

Rr(t)=
∑
t′
c(t − t′)d(t′) (3)

where d(t′) is the smoking rate in the year t′, and c(t − t′) is de�ned piecewise constant in
the intervals 3–8,–20,¿ 20 years, and zero for shorter time shifts. It is called the time since
exposure (TE) model here; its motivation comes from models for radon risk [12].
When a hazard function is needed, the spontaneous risk function h0 of the TSCE model

equation (A1) is multiplied to these heuristic models for the relative risk, h=Rrh0. For
consistency the same smearing of lag-time as in equation (1) is used.

3.3. Unconditional likelihood

Prentice and Pyke [13] introduced the analysis of frequency matched case-control studies
using the so-called unconditional likelihood, which is also known from prospective studies.
In deriving their results they formalize the probabilities of cases and controls, �1s and �0s
in stratum s, say, s=1; : : : ; k, to be selected for the case-control study. These probabilities
capture the biased sampling inherent in the case-control design. They enter the likelihood
via the quotients �s= �1s=�0s; s=1; : : : ; k. Usually, the selection probabilities are unknown.
Furthermore, it is obvious that a case-control study alone cannot yield information on the
e�ect of age, say, when cases and controls are matched for age.
This approach of Prentice and Pyke is used here, but estimates for the � are supplied from

external mortality data in order to estimate the age-e�ect from smoking on lung cancer risk.
This approach has already been suggested for the linear logistic regression model, see Manski
and McFadden [14] and Fears and Brown [15]. Breslow and Cain [16] and Breslow and
Zhao [17] comment on this work and show that the additional information from the external
rates leads to a lower variance of the estimators compared to a logistic regression with an
o�set that is unrelated to the matching variables. They present formulae for these variances.
Similar considerations will apply in the non-linear setting here. To our knowledge the correct
estimation of the variances of the estimators remains an open problem.
A given person in the study area with hazard function h(t; d) develops a lung cancer during

the observation interval �t of 5 years with a probability of about h(t; d)�t. The probability
of developing the disease in that interval, conditional on being selected for the case-control
study and not having developed the disease earlier equals [5]

Ps(t; d)=
�sh(t; d)�t

�sh(t; d)�t + (1− h(t; d)�t) (4)

For h(t; d) the lung cancer hazard at the interview is used. It depends on age and the individual
exposure history. Every case contributes a factor P and each control 1− P to the likelihood

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Statist. Med. 2002; 21:3055–3070
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and therefore the log-likelihood

ln L=
∑
cases

ln P̂ +
∑

controls
ln(1− P̂) (5)

is maximized [5].
The �s are estimated as quotients of the frequencies of cases and controls of being selected

for the study. These frequencies are obtained using the mortality data from the German Cancer
Research Center, di�erentiated for region, 5-year age category and gender. Because of the
high lethality of lung cancer, the mortality data are used as proxy for incidence data. These
estimates were pooled over the matching regions, weighted by population size, to obtain more
stable estimates than separate estimates for each age=region category.
This is done separately for east and west, and for the two sexes. No severe bias is expected

from the fact that the mortality data are from an earlier time interval than the case-control
data.
To assess the goodness-of-�t, groups of cases and controls with similar risks are formed, for

example, non-smokers, heavy smokers etc. Then the expected numbers of cases and controls
in each risk group can be estimated using the estimated probabilities P̂ (see reference [18]):

Expected cases
∑
i
P̂(ti; di)

Expected controls
∑
i
(1− P̂(ti; di))

(6)

where the sums are over all cases and controls in the risk group. Note that by construction
the sum of expected cases and controls in each risk group is equal to the observed one.

3.4. Conditional likelihood

An alternative which does not need selection probabilities is the conditional likelihood
[5, 19, 20]. In each stratum, the probability that the cases and controls are distributed as
observed is used

Ls=
∏m
i=1 h(ti; di)∑

[
∏m
i=1 h(tli; dli)]

(7)

The summation in the denominator is over the set R(m; n) of all subsets l=(l1; : : : ; lm) of
size m from {1; : : : ; m+ n}. The denominator has many terms, for example, for 60 cases and
120 controls ≈ 3:60913× 1048 terms. Thus a straightforward calculation is hopeless. However,
in an Appendix to the original introduction of this likelihood (in another context), Susannah
Howard gave recursion formulas which allow fast calculation [21] (see also reference [22]).
The likelihood for all strata is the product of the likelihoods Ls

Lc=
∏
s
Ls (8)

This likelihood allows the estimation of relative risks, but not spontaneous risks. The
parameters that determine the spontaneous hazard of the TSCE model do enter in the rel-
ative risk function, but only in a minor way. Therefore they are estimated only crudely with
this likelihood; however they cannot be ignored. A way out is to use additional data [5].
The smoking behaviour of the controls of the case-control study is used as a sample for the
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smoking behaviour of the population in the year 1988 in the various age groups. From this
the expected number �i of cases in each age group i is calculated for the model. Poisson-
regression is used to compare with the observed number ni of mortality cases in the study
area. In this calculation, the sample size of controls can be small. To correct for this, we
re-scale the population of the study area in such a way that the observed cases are equal to
the number of controls. Poisson regression maximizes the likelihood [23]

Lp=
∑
i

(
ni − �i + ni ln �ini

)
(9)

The parameters of the various models are obtained by maximizing

(ln Lc + cp ln Lp) (10)

where Lc is the conditional likelihood equation (8) for the case-control study, Lp is the Poisson
likelihood equation (9), and cp is a weighting coe�cient. In order to allow for additional
uncertainties in the Poisson-part cp=0:5 is used. The result should not depend on the precise
choice of cp.

3.5. Parameter estimates

The likelihood functions equation (5) and equation (10) depend on the model parameters
in a non-linear way. The software package MINUIT [24] is used to estimate the values of
the parameters that maximize the likelihood. Standard errors are estimated from the Fisher
information matrix.

4. APPLICATION TO THE DATA ON LUNG CANCER MORTALITY

The parameter values for the three models in Section 3 are estimated, using the two likeli-
hoods given in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, for the four data sets of combinations of east=west and
male=female. The deviances of the unconditional likelihood of the various models and the
four data sets are given in Table II. It can be seen that the TSCE model compares well with
the heuristic models, except for eastern males, where the TE model gives the best �t. Among
the heuristic models, the TE model �ts consistently better than the MRR model.
The presentation concentrates on the largest data set, that is, western males. Table III

shows the expected number of cases and controls as calculated with equation (6). Similarly,

Table II. Deviances of the various models, as calculated with the unconditional like-
lihood. All numbers are rounded to integers. The second column gives the number

of estimated parameters.

Model Parameters wm em wf ef

TSCE 7 4230 3499 1341 636
MRR 8 4308 3492 1352 647
TE 6 4258 3474 1348 644
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Table III. Observed and expected number of cases and controls for various groups
of smoking behaviour, for western males and the TSCE model. By construction, the
sum of observed controls and cases is equal to the sum of expected controls and
cases. The �rst block contains non-smokers, persons who started to smoke after age
30, or smoked very little. The remaining persons are grouped in the other blocks in
current smokers (including persons who stopped smoking up to 2 years before the

interview), and ex-smokers, grouped in years since end of smoking.

Group Controls Cases

Observed Expected Observed Expected

Non-smokers 473 465.1 30 37.9
ta¿30 years 42 46.3 29 24.7
¡1 pack-year 45 44.4 4 4.6

Current smokers

1–20 pack-year 101 98.1 96 98.9
20–40 pack-years 242 242.1 519 518.9
¿40 pack-years 176 173.7 643 645.3

Ex-smokers

3–10 years 195 197.1 265 262.9
11–20 years 256 270.6 188 173.4
¿20 years 469 461.8 154 161.2

Table IV. Observed and expected number of cases and controls for age
groups for western males and the TSCE model. Persons older than 75 years
were not included in the study. By construction, the sum of observed controls

and cases is equal to the sum of expected controls and cases.

Age Controls Cases

[years] Observed Expected Observed Expected

All 1999 1999.1 1928 1927.9
–50 201 204.7 204 200.3
50–55 277 260.8 236 252.2
55–60 369 388.9 340 320.1
60–65 451 457.2 448 441.8
65–70 446 431.7 437 451.3
70–75 255 255.8 263 262.2

Table IV shows the quality of �t for age groups. The estimated parameters are given
in Table V. The parameter y1 is not signi�cantly di�erent from zero; no e�ect of smoking
on initiation is found. There are strong e�ects on promotion and transformation.
More �ts are done, with data from eastern Germany and among females, with the conditional

likelihood and the heuristic models. Tables V, and VI give the resulting parameter estimates.
The two likelihoods give a high agreement between the estimated parameter values. The
estimated standard errors are quite similar. The e�ect of smoking on initiation, promotion
and transformation is consistent among the data sets. For the males from the east, the step

Copyright ? 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Statist. Med. 2002; 21:3055–3070
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Table V. Parameters of the mechanistic models. The smoking exposure is given in packs per day (pd),
that is, about 20 cigarettes=day. Standard errors are estimated from the Fisher information matrix. The

unconditional likelihood is used except where noted; ‘wm’ are western males.

Parameter wm wm cond. em wf

y0[107y−2] 0:11± 0:04 0:13± 0:04 0:08± 0:04 0:16± 0:07
y1[p−1

d ] 0± 0:07 0± 0:08 0:4± 0:7 0± 0:8
�0[y−1] 0:134± 0:008 0:128± 0:007 0:148± 0:010 0:117± 0:010
�s[y−1] 0:062± 0:007 0:065± 0:007 0:025± 0:008 0:005± 0:011
�l[y−1p−1

d ] 0:027± 0:006 0:024± 0:006 0:075± 0:011 0:039± 0:015
m1[p−1

d ] 2:0± 0:4 1:9± 0:4 2:3± 0:6 3:9± 1:4
q0[106y−1] 1:2± 0:4 1:3± 0:5 1:2± 0:5 4:3± 2:5

Table VI. Parameters of the heuristic models for the
relative risk functions. The parameters for the sponta-
neous risk function are not shown. Standard errors are

estimated from the Fisher information matrix.

MRR model

c[y−1] −0:093± 0:007
r(0:05[pd]) 1:4± 1:4
r(1:0[pd]) 28± 4
r(2:0[pd]) 46± 9
r(3:0[pd]) 17± 15

TE model

t[y] c(t)[y−1p−1
d ]

36t¡8 3:7± 0:7
86t¡20 0:42± 0:12
t¿20 0:21± 0:05

in promotion is smaller, but the linear e�ect larger, than for the western males. This may
have to do with di�erent reporting of low smoking rates. For the females, the model gives no
signi�cant step in promotion, but the linear term is signi�cant; also the transformation term
may be larger than for males.
The MRR model gives no signi�cant relative risk at very low exposures, but large increasing

risks up to two packs per day. For even higher smoking rates, the risk is going down, as it
was also observed (and discussed) in reference [1]. The risk of ex-smokers is halved in about
7.5 years. According to the TE model, a cigarette is most dangerous up to about 8 years after
smoking, but has much smaller e�ect later. Even after more than 20 years it does contribute
to the excess hazard.
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Figure 2. Risk for non-smokers, smokers and ex-smokers, starting smoking at age 20 for life, or until
age 34 and 49 years. In each case, the smoking rate is 10, 20 and 40 cigarettes=day (0.5, 1, 2 py). The
parameter are for western males, using the TSCE model and the unconditional likelihood.

The models are rather complex and therefore several plots are presented for selected expo-
sure conditions. Figure 2 shows the �tted hazard and the relative risk of the TSCE model for
western males. The relative risk reaches a maximum between 50 and 60 years of age, and
decreases at higher ages. In the model the fast decrease of the hazard of ex-smokers is due
to the transforming e�ect of cigarette smoke.
Figures 3 to 6 present the �tted hazard risks for other scenarios, which can be compared

with Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the result for the conditional likelihood, which is almost
indistinguishable from the result using the unconditional likelihood. Figure 4 gives the result
for the eastern males. The maximum in relative risk of heavy smokers is a little earlier, and
for the high exposure a little higher than for western males. Owing to these di�erences the
two data sets were not pooled. The hazard and the relative risk of females from the west is
plotted in Figure 5. While the general shape is similar, the estimated spontaneous hazard of
males at high age is about 40 per cent higher than for females; also the relative risks of males
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Figure 3. Absolute risk for western males, using the TSCE model and the conditional likelihood.
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Figure 4. Absolute risk for eastern males, using the TSCE model and the unconditional likelihood.

above age 40 are higher. This is most pronounced for ex-smokers, where females approach
the risk of non-smokers much closer than males. Again, this may be in part due to di�erent
reporting.

5. DISCUSSION

Dose-response models can be �tted well to case-control data. This applies to both mechanistic
and heuristic models. The additional technical di�culties of the case-control design relative to
the cohort design are limited. For application of the mechanistic TSCE model some additional
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Figure 5. Risk for western females, using the TSCE model and the unconditional likelihood.

information is necessary which allows estimation of the age dependence of the spontaneous
hazard function.
The unconditional and the conditional likelihood give comparable results. Knowledge of

selection probabilities allows quality of �t tests via comparisons of observed and expected
numbers. As these are also needed for the unconditional likelihood, that approach may be
favoured. Use of the conditional likelihood requires non-standard techniques for estimating
the age dependence of the spontaneous hazard.
Large case-control studies can be a valuable source for testing mechanistic models and for

learning about the mechanism of cancer induction. The high risk of smokers, the large number
of lifelong smokers, and ex-smokers make modelling of smoking risk a good testing ground
for mechanistic models.
In general, confounding may be a cause of concern in case-control studies. In the TSCE

models it can be addressed by incorporating potential confounding variables into the model in
order to estimate their e�ect simultaneously, as was done, for example, in references [4, 25].
The data set used for this analysis did not contain any information about additional exposures,
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Figure 6. Absolute risk for western males, using the heuristic models and the unconditional likelihood.

and these are not available for all persons in the present data set. Also, for lung cancer,
smoking is the dominant risk factor, far more important than indoor radon, for which the
studies were designed; the analysis here gives relative risks due to smoking well beyond 10.
The most exposed groups with more than 140 Bq=m3 radon comprise about 8 per cent of
the persons in the eastern study and about 3 per cent in the western study. The estimated
odds ratios due to radon are consistently below 2 even for these groups [6, 7]. An indoor
radon exposure to 100 Bq=m3 of radon is expected to induce a relative risk of 1.09 [26].
Therefore inclusion of radon is not expected to alter the estimates of the e�ects of smoking
substantially. An inclusion of other confounders, like, for example, profession, would be an
interesting subject but lies beyond the scope of this work.
A greater e�ect on the detailed risk estimates is expected from the form of the mechanistic

model. The TSCE model makes speci�c assumptions about the carcinogenic process which are
surely oversimpli�cations of the true processes (see Appendix). Even within that framework,
many versions of the model are possible, which di�er, for example, in the assumed shape
of the exposure dependence of promotion [27]. It rests with the persons who do the analysis
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to choose a version of the model which does justice to the data. For that reason, heuristic
models are used in parallel here, and quality of �t analyses as in Tables III and IV were
done. Also statements about the action of smoking in the model are only made when they
are well supported by the data.
The dose–response in the TSCE model can qualitatively be summarized by: smoking acts

on promotion and transformation, not on initiation. A linear dependence of transformation on
the smoking rate is consistent with the data, while for promotion, there may be a step-like
contribution in addition.
The shape of the hazard functions as estimated with the TSCE model and presented in

Figures 2 to 5 can be summarized as follows. While the hazard of non-smokers increases
roughly exponentially up to age 75, it �attens out for lifelong smokers. Thus surprisingly the
relative risk of lifelong smokers decreases beyond an age of about 60 years. Note, that Becker
in a reanalysis of the published British doctor’s data [28] also found a decreasing relative
risk at high age in lifelong smokers. The hazard of ex-smokers reduces fast, but not to the
hazard of non-smokers. It would be desirable to verify these results in prospective studies.
The smoking information, especially on the early smoking habits of the older age groups,
may be less reliable in this retrospective study.
The heuristic models in Figure 6 have quite di�erent hazard functions, because the various

models do limit the shape of the relative risk functions which can be obtained. The non-
smoker hazard levels at high age in these models; the two heuristic models cannot decrease
the relative risk of lifelong smokers, and therefore average the hazard at high ages. As a
consequence, the spontaneous hazard rises more steeply for medium ages, and is smaller at
low ages, where there are no data. This demonstrates one way how mechanistic models can
supplement epidemiological models; even the conceptually simple TSCE model can produce
highly non-linear dependence of risk on exposure. Some of the features of its risk functions
may be used to improve heuristic models.

APPENDIX: THE TSCE MODEL

The TSCE model (see Figure 1) supposes the presence of X (t) susceptible stem cells at
age t. For the lung, these cells are not identi�ed for sure, but candidates are basal cells and
secretory cells, which both sit in the lining of the bronchial tubes. For the purpose here, the
number of these cells is assumed to be constant over life. Each of these cells is under the
risk of an initiating event, for example, a mutation, at a rate of �1(t). Thus initiated cells
are created in a Poisson process at a rate �(t)=X (t)�1(t). Each initiated cell can divide into
two initiated cells at a rate of �(t) and it can die or di�erentiate at a rate of �(t). The net
growth rate is called promotion. Each initiated cell can also divide into an initiated cell and
a malignant cell with a rate of �(t). This transforming event again is not necessarily one
speci�c mutation but may be an approximation of a more complicated series of molecular
events which is described by a rate-limiting rate. The TSCE model is a generalization of
the model of Knudson for retinoblastoma [29] and can be thought of as a mathematical
formalization of the initiation–promotion–transformation paradigm of carcinogenesis.
A stochastic treatment is necessary to describe the birth and death process of the initiated

cells. The Kolmogorov equations of the Markov process are solved using standard techniques.
The hard part is a Riccatti equation. For constant, and for piecewise constant parameter
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values, it can be solved explicitly. The probabilities for any number of initiated cells and no
malignant cells are then calculated as a function of age [30, 31]. From this both the hazard
and the survival can be given in a closed form [11].
When estimating parameters from incidence data, there is a complication known as the

identi�ability problem. For example, the parameters �1(t) and X (t) cannot be determined
separately from incidence data, as only the product appears in the hazard function. One can
either use identi�able parameters or �x one of the parameters, for example, X (t), to some
plausible value. Identi�able parameters are used here. In one set of such parameters, the hazard
function for constant parameters is [32]

h0(t)=
y0(e(�0+2q0)t − 1)

�0 + q0(e(�0+2q0)t + 1)
(A1)

The three parameters y0; �0 and q0 are estimated. They are functions of the biological
parameters �; �; �; �, which are given below in a more general context. The identi�able param-
eters are selected such that each of them in�uences a particular part of the hazard function, and
therefore they can be estimated reliably from data. Speci�cally, the hazard starts out linearly
with coe�cient y0, goes over to an exponential growth with the e�ective clonal expansion
rate �0, until it asymptotically becomes a constant y0=q0.
The exposure pattern of smokers in the data set considered here can be brought in the form

of piecewise constant parameters: the rate of cigarette smoke is collected in age intervals.
The various biological parameters of the model are assumed to depend on that rate during the
respective age intervals. For the identi�able combinations used here it has been shown [11] that
in principle the dependence on the exposure rate can be extracted from su�ciently powerful
incidence data. In practice it is necessary to make some assumption on these functions in
order to limit the number of estimated parameters. Next the choices for these dose–e�ect
relations are motivated.
Initiation occurs spontaneously, or due to some external in�uences, like smoking, chemi-

cals or radiation. The same applies to transformation. Both of these parameter functions are
expected to depend roughly linearly on the smoking rate, as it is expected for mutations.
Promotion is an average growth advantage of initiated cells. Its dependence on the smoking
rate is not known from biological experience and therefore has to be estimated from �ts to
the cancer data. Based on earlier experience, a step with smoking and a linear dependence
on smoking rate is allowed.
The same identi�able parameters as in reference [33] are used here. They are selected such

that the biological e�ects of initiation, promotion and transformation are clearly separated.
The left equality sign in each of the equations de�nes the identi�able parameter in terms of
the biological ones; the right equality sign gives the assumed shape of the dependence on
smoking rate d:

Initiation Y (d)= (�(0)�(0))
(
�(d)
�(0)

)
=y0(1 + y1d)

Transformation m(d)=�(d)=�(0)=1 +m1d

Promotion �(d)= �(d)− �(d)− �(d)= �0 + �s(if d¿0) + �1d
q(d)= 1

2 [
√{�2(d) + 4�(d)�(d)} − �(d)]= (1 +m1d)q0

(A2)
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The parameter q describes the stochastic e�ect which causes the hazard to level asymptoti-
cally. For lifelong constant exposure, the hazard approaches a constant value Y (d)m(d)=q(d)
for advanced ages. The quantity q is approximately �=(1 − �=�) [11]. When q(d)) is made
proportional to �(d), as done here, then the quotient �=� is approximately independent of
exposure.
The hazard for at least one malignant lung cell is calculated for each person using the

explicit recursion formulae over the age intervals given in reference [11]. The recursion can
be converted in a straightforward way into about 15 lines of fast computer code.
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